
 
Descriptions of Clinic Teams for a Mini-Clinic 

Team leaders for each team participate in the planning of the clinic, attend planning 
meetings, and work closely with the Compassion Clinics Director to recruit and manage 

volunteers. These are recommended guidelines. 

Clinic Coordinator (2 people) 

Clinic Coordinators make sure the event is Christ centered and spiritually focused. This small team works together as 
equals to divvy up the oversight of each of the team leaders. They meet together to set the agenda and make larger 
decisions. This position requires about 3 hours of commitment per week towards the beginning and upto 5 hours in 
the 2 weeks leading up to the clinic. 

Greeting Team (2 people) 

The greeting team will control the only entrance to the clinic. When a guest drives or walks onto the campus the 
greeter will take their temperature with a touchless thermometer and survey for COVID & Shigella symptoms.  

Connections Team (7 people) 

The connections team is the heartbeat of the clinic. A Connection Host is the person that answers a Guest's 
questions, directs them to the next services, informs them of other services and hospitality available at the clinic. 
The Connection Host builds a personal relationship that may even extend beyond the clinic day. Following the 
clinic, they call Guests who are interested in follow-up about further needs, prayer, or invitations to church. 

Intake/Checkout Team (4 people) 

This team provides coordination for the clinic. All health appointments are requested and communicated through 
this team. This team collects paperwork as Guests exit the clinic and enter data.  

Hospitality Team (2-3 people) 

This behind the scenes team will provide the food, refresh the coffee, provide cool beverages. It is not expected 
that the team interface with Guests.  

 

 



Setup/Teardown Team (6) 

Setup and takedown of the clinic is expected to be done before and after the clinic. Setup will be the night before the 
clinic usually. Teardown will begin after the clinic ends until the space is wrapped up. This team will aid the 
Compassion Connect Team in setting up and taking down equipment and supplies needed for the clinic.  

Dental Team (6-12) 

This team consists of dentists, dental assistants, and dental hygienists. During the clinic day, this team will 
manage dental supplies, dental Guest flow day, and dental services.  

Medical Team (2-5) 

This team consists of providers, nurses, optometrists, and any other specialists . During the clinic day, this 
team will manage medical supplies, medical Guest flow, and delivery of medical services.  

Sanitizing Team (2) 

This team will keep our clinic spaces and high touch surfaces sanitized throughout the clinic day, before clinic, and 
after clinic.  

Social- Services Team (5) 

This team is made up of social services offering resources from the community. Together they set up a social service 
fair for Guests to consult. 

Interpreter Team (2-4) 

This team is made up of interpretation volunteers to help Guests navigate the clinic and communicate with providers 
as needed.  

Prayer Team (10+) 

Ideal for those who do not want to be physically at the clinic, the prayer team will meet via zoom to pray during the 
planning of the clinic and throughout the clinic day for the volunteers & Guests. 

Publicity Team (5+) 

This team will advertise the clinic around the community in the weeks approaching the clinic. They will promote the 
event on social media, take photos at the event, and record stories and testimonies from Guests and Volunteers. 


